The 9 body parts & feature vectors 1 1 ( , ) θ θ
• The 9 body parts: i. Torso (and head) ii • Human activity representation = concatenation of 18-dimensional subvectors (feature vectors) that describe the pose angles and angular velocities of 9 body parts. • Pose angles are 2D projections of the actual 3D angles.
• Test vector is compared with a set of model vectors where M is the number of the activity models in the database.
• The Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) is to determine the most likely sequence given the observations . • Assumptions: 1) Random differences between the subvectors and can be described as multivariate zero mean Gaussian distribution. 2) Variations are conditionally independent from sample to sample. Theoretical Foundation (2) • Likelihood function:
• Log-likelihood function:
• By Maximum-Likelihood: Indexing-based voting approach i. For each test vector , accumulate votes for all the models. ii. A model m will accumulate an incremental vote of for each test frame i. iii. Repeat it for all the frames in the test sequence.
Sampled poses/frames (K=?)
• Probability distribution of the minimal multidimensional distance between activities A and B.
• The area under this probability distribution curve below a threshold, indicates the probability that the test sequence is identified incorrectly (assuming that A B).
• The joint probability for a false matching in all the frames when using K test sampled poses can be obtained by, Multidimensional indexing and voting
• The 2D Cartesian coordinates of all the major joints connecting the body parts are derived using a tracking procedure called EXM.
• Invariance to body size is achieved by transforming 2D coordinates to 2D angles.
• The hash table is 4D for the limbs and 2D for the torso.
• Every entry may include a set of different activity models which pertain to the same body part pose. • Let the votes be:
• you are allowed to add: m2t6 + m2t7 + m2t9 OR m1t3 + m1t4 + m1t6 OR m3t2 + m3t3 + m3t5
• And select maximum!
Sample frames
Jumping sequence
Sitting sequence
• The EXM is based on expanding the signal with respect to a set of basis functions that are all shifted versions of the template. In practice, the template, which serves as a basis function, is translated to all the candidate locations in the image. The magnitude of the expansion coefficients obtained at a particular location signifies the extent of the presence of the template at that location.
• EXM optimizes a novel Discriminative Signal-to-Noise Ratio (DSNR), which considers as unwanted clutter all the responses not at the center location, it achieves a very sharp output peak where the template matches the image.
•
The tracking is performed by applying the set of 9 EXM filters represented in elliptical regions to each frame in the video stream.
